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ABSTRACT DNA structure is known to be sensitive to hydration and ionic environment. To explore the dynamics, hydration,
and ion binding features of A-tract sequences, a 7-ns Molecular dynamics (MD) study has been performed on the dodecamer
d(CGCAAATTTGCG)2. The results suggest that the intrusion of Na1 ion into the minor groove is a rare event and the structure
of this dodecamer is not very sensitive to the location of the sodium ions. The prolonged MD simulation successfully leads to the
formation of sequence dependent hydration patterns in the minor groove, often called spine of hydration near the A-rich region
and ribbon of hydration near the GC regions. Such sequence dependent differences in the hydration patterns have been seen
earlier in the high resolution crystal structure of the Drew-Dickerson sequence, but not reported for the medium resolution
structures (2.0 ; 3.0 Å). Several water molecules are also seen in the major groove of the MD simulated structure, though they
are not highly ordered over the extended MD. The characteristic narrowing of the minor groove in the A-tract region is seen to
precede the formation of the spine of hydration. Finally, the occurrence of cross-strand C2–H2. . .O2 hydrogen bonds in the
minor groove of A-tract sequences is conﬁrmed. These are found to occur even before the narrowing of the minor groove,
indicating that such interactions are an intrinsic feature of A-tract sequences.

INTRODUCTION
Sequence dependent conformational flexibility of DNA is
of great interest due to its implications for drug-DNA and
DNA-protein interactions. An understanding of the environment dependent sensitivity of DNA structure is necessary to
elucidate its structure-function relationships. In particular the
structure of A-tracts has been of interest for more than
two decades, because of its apparently unique structural
properties and the implication of this sequence in several
regions of biological interest, including nucleosome structure, in which DNA curvature facilitates the formation of the
solenoidal DNA-histone complex (Constanz et al., 1990), as
loci for bent DNA in free form as well as complexes with
regulatory proteins (El Hassan and Calladine, 1998), and as
sites for minor groove binding drugs (Kopka et al., 1985;
Quintana et al., 1991; Vega et al., 1994; Brown et al., 1990;
Edwards et al., 1992; Laughton et al., 1996; Simpson et al.,
2000; Clark et al., 1996a,b; Larsen et al., 1989; Goodsell
et al., 1995; Brown et al., 1992; Tabernero et al., 1993;
Cristina Vega et al., 1994; Spink et al., 1994; Nunn and
Neidle, 1995; Coll et al., 1987).
The first crystal structure of B-DNA type oligomer,
d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 (hereafter referred as A2T2), reported by Dickerson and co-workers (Drew and Dickerson,
1981), contained an A-tract, and it demonstrated that the
minor groove size as well as other local parameters of DNA
vary in a sequence dependent fashion. The minor groove was
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found to be narrower in the A-tract spanning region than in
GC containing regions. Later, NMR (Liepinsh et al., 1992),
chemical foot-printing (Burkhoff and Tullius, 1987), and
computer modeling studies (Young et al., 1997a,b) on this
sequence also supported this concept of sequence specific
variation in local conformation. A critical question very
much in focus in recent literature is whether conformational
flexibility is influenced more by the sequence or by the
environment, which includes the effect of hydration and
bound cations. Many theoretical predictions from Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation (Young et al., 1997a; Feig
and Pettit, 1999; Hamelberg et al., 2000; Bonvin, 2000;
Hamelberg et al., 2001) and experimental observations from
x-ray crystallography (Shui et al., 1998; Chiu et al., 1999;
Tereshko et al., 1999a,b; Woods et al., 2000) and NMR (Hud
et al., 1999; Hud and Feigon, 1997) supported the idea of a
well-defined hydration pattern in the minor groove and
fractional occupancy of cations within this hydration shell, in
B-form DNA. On the other hand, recent reports from MD
simulations on A-tracts (McConnell and Beveridge, 2000)
and from NMR studies (Denisov and Halle, 2000) suggest
that the structure of A-tract duplex is not highly sensitive to
the presence of sodium ion in the groove. In addition, even
the high resolution (1.1 Å) crystal structure of the A2T2 duplex did not provide any evidence for the presence of Na1
ions in the minor groove (Tereshko et al., 1999a). However,
other monovalent cations Tl1 (Howerton et al., 2001),
K1 (Sines et al., 2000), Rb1 (Tereshko et al., 1999b),
Cs1 (Woods et al., 2000), and NH41 (Hud et al., 1999), and
divalent cations Mn21(Hud and Feigon, 1997), Mg21
(Tereshko et al., 1999a; Minasov et al., 1999), and Ca21
(Minasov et al., 1999; Chiu and Dickerson, 2000), are
reported to occur sometimes within the minor groove
hydration shell.
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To investigate this further, a 7-ns MD study has been
carried out on d(CGCAAATTTGCG)2 (hereafter referred as
A3T3 ) that contains a longer A-tract. This sequence serves as
a preferential binding site for several drugs (Brown et al.,
1992; Tabernero et al., 1993; Cristina Vega et al., 1994;
Spink et al., 1994; Clark et al., 1996a,b; Nunn and Neidle,
1995) that bind to AT rich minor groove regions of the DNA
duplex. Since the reason behind this preferential binding is
believed to be the narrow minor groove in AT rich regions, it
is necessary to understand in what order the two phenomena
(groove narrowing and ion binding) occur. Earlier MD
studies (1 ns each), on this sequence and other similar sequences, where one or more of the three A.T basepairs were
mutated to ionosine.methylcytosine (Sherer et al., 1999),
were mainly focused on studying the effect of A-tract sequence on DNA bending. However, the sequence dependent
hydration patterns, the effect of monovalent counterions, and
the structural features such as groove narrowing have not
been discussed. Our longer MD study (7 ns) on the dodecamer containing A3T3 sequence provides several interesting insights into all the sequence dependent key features of
the A-tracts, such as spine of hydration, narrow minor
groove, as well as cross-strand C–H. . .O hydrogen bonds.
The study also reveals the intrinsic sequence dependent
nature of groove narrowing in the A-tract regions and seems
to confirm that the presence of monovalent counterions does
not appear to play a major role in defining their characteristic
structural features.

METHODS
The MD simulation was carried out using AMBER5 with standard force
field (Cornell et al., 1995). Coordinates of the 12-mer starting B-DNA model
were generated using Nucgen module of AMBER5. The system was then
neutralized by placing 22 Na1 counterions at a distance of 6 Å from the
phosphorous atoms. The system of DNA and counterions were immersed in
the Monte Carlo equilibrated periodic TIP3P water bath, which extended up
to a distance of 6 Å. The final system contained 2246 water molecules and
the total number of atoms in the system was 7520.
The system of DNA, counterions, and water molecules was heated from
0 to 100 K while keeping large constraint of 1000 kcal/mol Å on the DNA
atoms. An MD run of 10 ps was done for the above system. Then the system
was slowly allowed to relax in 500 cycles of minimization. A 10-ps MD run
was carried out, reducing the constraints on the DNA atoms to 500 kcal/mol
Å. At this step the temperature of the system is slowly raised from 0 to 100 K
in steps of 20 K. Then the constraints on the DNA atoms were reduced in
steps of 250, 200, 100, 50, 25, 20, 10, and 5 kcal/mol Å. A 10-ps MD run
was done for each of the above constraints. Thus the system was equilibrated
for 100 ps, followed by full energy minimization. This method is similar to
the one reported elsewhere (Shields et al., 1997).
After this initial equilibration the whole system was heated to 300 K in
steps of 50 K. A 2-ps MD run was carried out for each step without
positional constraints on the DNA atoms. The initial production run of 2 ns
was carried out using the SANDER module of AMBER5. To facilitate
greater rearrangement of water and ions, the system was heated to 400 K and
an MD run of 1 ns was continued at this temperature. The system
temperature was then brought down to 300 K in steps of 20 K and the
simulation was continued for another 4 ns to a total duration of 7 ns. The
entire simulation was carried out under NPT condition. Constant pressure
Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816
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and temperature conditions were maintained via Berendsen algorithms, with
the coupling constants of 0.1 ps and 0.2 ps. The nonbonded cutoff of 9 Å was
used for solvent-solvent, solvent-solute interactions and the Particle Mesh
Ewald method was used for the calculation of long-range electrostatic
interactions (Darden et al., 1993). The nonbonded pair list was updated
every 25 steps and all the bonds were constrained using the SHAKE
algorithm. The integration time step of 2 fs was used and the structures were
stored after every 1 ps. All the structures were analyzed using NUPARM
(Bhattacharya and Bansal, 1989; Bansal et al., 1995) and all the trajectory
plots were created using the MATLAB package.

Crystallographic reﬁnements
The ion and water coordination sites were determined using pseudocrystallographic refinement technique (Duan et al., 1997). This refinement was
carried out for two sets of 100 snapshots, obtained from 1.5 to 2-ns and 6.5 to
7-ns ranges, taken at 5-ps intervals. To include only the first hydration shell
in the density calculation, the water molecules located within a distance of
3.5 Å and ions that are less than 4 Å from any of the DNA atoms were used
to construct the water and ion densities. The 100 sets of individual structure
factors for DNA and water coordinates were calculated after doing rigid
body alignment with the starting coordinates, using unit cell parameters a ¼
80 Å, b ¼ 60 Å, c ¼ 60 Å, and a ¼ b ¼ g ¼ 908 at 1.5-Å resolution. The
complex average of all structure factors was calculated and the amplitudes
were treated as the experimental amplitudes. The average DNA coordinates
were refined against the complex average structure factors using the
simulated annealing protocol followed by positional and B-factor refinements. The R-factors for the working data set (Rwork) and test set (Rfree) were
26 and 27% respectively for the snapshots taken from a 1.5 to 2 ns interval,
whereas for the 6.5–7 ns interval, the Rwork and Rfree were 18.3 and 19.1%
respectively. The electron density for the water molecules and ions was
calculated from the complex average structure factors by taking inverse
Fourier transformation. All the pseudocrystallographic refinements were
carried out using the CNS program (Brunger et al., 1998). The FRODO
program (Jones, 1978) was used to display the calculated pseudoelectron
densities. The calculated pseudoelectron densities were plotted against the
refined average DNA structure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
General characteristics
The MD trajectory of the 7-ns dynamics was quite stable and
the duplex nature of the DNA molecule was retained
throughout the simulation, even during the high temperature
MD at 400 K (2–3 ns). The mean rmsd of the structures
stored in that period with respect to the starting MD structure
is 2.9 6 0.45 Å. Two MD average structures were calculated
for the snapshots stored between 1 and 2 ns and 6 and 7 ns to
study the evolution of the DNA structure. The mean rmsd
values for all the atoms with respect to the corresponding
MD average structures are 1.2 Å 6 0.25 and 1.2 Å 6 0.23
for the above two ranges, whereas the rmsd between the
heavy atoms of the two MD average structures is 0.78 Å. The
low rmsd value between the two structures suggests that the
DNA molecule had already reached an equilibrium structure
during the first 1 ns of simulation. The rmsd plots for all
atoms, as well as backbone and base atoms alone, for the 6–7
ns time period are shown in Fig. 1, and most of the
subsequent analyses were carried out using the structures
saved during 6–7 ns. The values of basepair propeller twist
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FIGURE 1 Trajectory plot for the 6–7-ns
range showing the root mean square deviation
for all atoms, base, and backbone atoms alone
with respect to the MD average structure.

and the three important dinucleotide parameters (slide, roll,
and twist) are given in Tables 1 and 2 and are compared with
those observed in the crystal structure of the free form of
A3T3 (pdb 1d65) as well as the average values of drug-bound
complexes (pdb 102d, pdb 121d, pdb 1d63, pdb 263d, pdb
264d, pdb 296d, and pdb 2dnd). Some of the characteristic
features of A-tract sequences like high propeller twist and
small negative slide are well reproduced during the MD
simulation and are comparable with the crystal structure
values. The mean values of parameters for some steps
(indicated by *) should be treated with caution, as they show
a conformational transition from BI to the BII state (wherein
e and j take up the gauche and trans conformation) for

TABLE 1 The mean and standard deviations (in parentheses)
of propeller twist for all the steps in the 6.5–7-ns range and
their comparison with the crystal structure values of native
and drug-bound forms
BP

Mean (6.5–7 ns)

CG
GC
CG
AT
AT
AT
TA
TA
TA
GC
CG
GC

12.86
7.47
2.81
6.67
19.29
21.70
19.16
16.65
8.40
5.44
10.49
21.99

(12.51)
(9.20)
(7.68)
(7.51)
(6.73)
(7.55)
(6.54)
(7.19)
(6.87)
(8.73)
(7.16)
(10.60)

A3T3
17.83
12.55
6.8
11.69
19.64
20.29
15.14
18.21
14.64
0.26
17.8
13.31

Mean of A3T3 1 drugs
6.95
14.42
8.31
10.65
17.44
23.03
19.24
17.02
14.8
4.63
20.79
0.87

(6.9)
(4.98)
(4.43)
(5.02)
(3.38)
(3.52)
(3.66)
(0.72)
(4.64)
(7.66)
(5.28)
(9.73)

some period of time. The parameters for the terminal region
show larger deviations due to the end effects in the MD
simulations, although the fluctuations of parameters for the
middle A-tract are generally within the ranges observed for
free as well as bound form of the oligomer.
Hydration
The results of fiber diffraction studies, as well as single
crystal x-ray diffraction analyses have shown that the nucleic
acid structure, stability, and recognition are greatly affected
by hydration and it also plays a crucial role in triggering
structural transitions between different duplex forms. The
existence of a rich hydration network in the DNA minor
groove (Neidle et al., 1980; Kopka et al., 1983; Berman,
1991, 1994), particularly, the ‘‘spine’’ that spans the entire
AT-rich region (Brown et al., 1992; Kopka et al., 1983) was
revealed from the crystal structure analysis of the Dickerson
dodecamer. Later, premelting study (Chen and Prohofsky,
1992) on poly(dA).poly(dT) showed that this spine of
hydration plays a significant role in enhancing the thermal
stability of the basepairs to which they are attached. These
hydration patterns are indeed of great importance because of
their underlying relation to sequence dependent variations.
In our study, the average electron densities were generated
for the water molecules located within 3.5 Å from any of the
DNA atoms, as described in the Methods section. The
electron density maps were calculated for each of the time
frames between 1.5 and 2 ns (before heating), 3.5 and 4 ns,
4.5 and 5 ns, 5.5 and 6 ns, and 6.5 and 7 ns. The average
Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816
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TABLE 2 The mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) of slide, roll, and twist for all the steps in the 6.5–7-ns range
and their comparison with the crystal structure values of the native oligomer and its complexes with drugs
BP
CG
GC
CA
AA
AA
AT
TT
TT
TG
GC
CG

MD
0.13
0.37
0.51
0.03
0.50
0.81
0.59
0.44
0.45
0.01
1.33

(0.54)
(0.46)
(0.36)
(0.35)
(0.40)
(0.30)
(0.40)
(0.54)
(0.44)
(0.36)
(0.62)

Slide A3T3

A3T3 1 drugs

0.42
0.54
0.7
0.02
0.03
0.63
0.05
0.08
0.99
0.82
0.67

0.32 (0.18)
0.34 (0.13)
0.69 (0.2)
0.05 (0.1)
0.28 (0.15)
0.61 (0.11)
0.15 (0.22)
0.13 (0.14)
0.2 (0.2)
0.58 (0.3)
0.66 (0.22)

MD
9.16
4.26
10.72
1.09
3.39
0.14
2.68
1.98
12.48
2.71
14.87

(6.31)
(5.13)
(4.30)
(6.3)
(4.51)
(4.40)
(5.19)
(4.75)
(5.36)
(4.9)
(5.35)

Roll A3T3

A3T3 1 drugs

MD

Twist A3T3

A3T3 1 drugs

4.99
5.82
5.27
1.81
6.38
1.75
0.79
2.78
0.9
8.78
7.24

3.32 (1.52)
2.74 (1.7)
7.06 (2.47)
1.67 (1.21)
2.74 (3.86)
1.34 (1.69)
1.38 (2.47)
0.39 (3.39)
0.61 (3.38)
9.56 (2.31)
0.1 (5.29)

29.65 (8.98)
40.59* (5.00)
17.20 (4.08)
37.69* (5.65)
36.12* (3.76)
34.04 (2.62)
36.58 (3.66)
34.49* (5.97)
20.95 (4.99)
38.96* (3.40)
31.29 (4.16)

36.25
40.32
27
36.34
38.66
29.73
37.47
39.09
30.65
40.35
38.15

37.98 (2.76)
38.8 (0.48)
27.74 (1.46)
35.13 (1.74)
40.05 (2.4)
31.23 (1.38)
37.04 (1.31)
38.5 (1.47)
32.23 (1.25)
38.07 (1.78)
38.78 (1.05)

*G2C3, G10C11, A5A6 steps, and A4A5 in both strands show transition to BII conformation for some period of time.

electron density versus refined average simulated structure
for the two ranges (1.5–2 ns and 6.5–7 ns) are shown in Fig.
2, a and b. The calculated electron density map clearly shows
that a sequence dependent hydration pattern starts to form in
the minor groove during the initial stage itself (Fig. 2 a).
However a striking improvement in the water densities was
seen after the 1 ns equilibration (2–3 ns) at 400 K, which
obviously facilitated the rearrangement of water molecules.
This is also reflected in the reduction of the crystallographic
R-factor from 26 to 21% for the two structures calculated
in the 1.5–2-ns and 3.5–4-ns ranges. Interestingly, the characteristic sequence dependent hydration pattern that was
formed in the 3.5–4-ns range is retained in the extended MD
(6–7 ns), though the R-factor reduced to 18%, indicating
further immobilization of the water molecules. The solvent
densities, which are halfway between the basepair planes,
bridge two basepairs through favorable hydrogen bonds. The
density map for the 6.5–7-ns (Fig. 2 b) range shows a fairly
high density of water near the DNA backbone, though the
water molecules are expected to be mobile in these regions.
The peaks that are above 5.5 s in the calculated electron
density map during the last 500-ps (6.5–7 ns) range are
identified as sites for stable or structurally important water
molecules and the refined average simulated structure with
fitted water molecules is shown in Fig. 3. The minor groove
and major groove hydration patterns are shown schematically in Fig. 4, a and b, respectively. The rich network of
water molecules in the minor groove (Fig. 4 a) shows a clear
sequence signature. A ribbon is formed near the 59 and 39 GC
rich ends of the duplex, bridging inter- and intrastrand bases
via O2 of C, N2, and N3 atoms of G. This extends as a spine
of water molecules, into the A3T3 region, which bridges the
N3 of A and O2 of T in an interstrand manner. There is an
extensive involvement of sugar O49 atoms also in the minor
groove hydration pattern. This type of sequence dependent
DNA hydration pattern is also reported to be present in the
high resolution (1.1 Å) crystal structure of A2T2 structure
(Tereshko et al., 1999b). Here a complex pattern of fused
water hexagons was seen in the minor groove, but the
Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816

interaction of DNA with waters forming the inner hexagon
corners is identical to the original spine. Interestingly, the
sequence dependent hydration features are more pronounced
in our MD simulation than in the medium resolution (2.2 Å)
crystal structure of this A3T3 sequence (Edwards et al., 1992)
where, in contrast to the spine, an extended ribbon of water
molecules is seen in the minor groove. The hydration cones
formed by three water molecules around the anionic oxygen
atom of some phosphate groups are also easily recognizable
(see Fig. 3). This is in agreement with the earlier reported
crystal structure analysis of hydration of phosphate groups in
double helical DNA structure (Schneider et al., 1998) and
results from MD studies (Duan et al., 1997; Beveridge et al.,
1990).
Several bound water molecules are also observed in the
major groove (Fig. 2 b), but no specific pattern is observed.
An extensive network of water bridges is formed between
N4-C, O6-G, N6 or N7-A, and O4-T atoms in the major
groove, especially in the central AT rich regions. Such
a pattern has not been reported for the crystal structure of
A3T3 oligomer, but our observation of the more extensive
water interaction pattern is in good agreement with the high
resolution A2T2 crystal structure (Tereshko et al., 1999a).
Groove width and ion effect
Although the intrinsic sequence dependent variation and
narrowing of the minor groove in the A-tract region is
generally accepted, an alternative view has been presented
recently (Woods et al., 2000; McFail-Isom et al., 1999). This
suggests that the sequence dependent localization of cations
and water molecules plays a key role in determining the
groove structure. Since the sodium counterions in nucleic
acid crystals have escaped detection with very few exceptions (Seeman et al., 1976) the cause for groove narrowing is
still a matter of debate. The recent high resolution crystal
structure (Tereshko et al., 1999a) of A2T2 duplex also did not
find any evidence for the presence of monovalent sodium
ions in the minor groove.
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FIGURE 3 Represented here is the crystallographically refined average
DNA structure against the water molecules fitted for the contours obtained
with a 5.5-s cutoff. This higher cutoff is chosen to get water densities corresponding to more stable waters. The average DNA structure was calculated
for the snapshots taken between 6.5 and 7 ns. Here the spine of hydration in
the minor groove as well as the cone of hydration around the backbone P
atoms is clearly seen. The actual hydrogen bond patterns are shown in Fig 4.

FIGURE 2 Stereo diagrams showing the pseudocrystallographically
refined structure versus average solvent density. (a) The refined average
DNA coordinates were obtained from the structures stored during the range
1.5–2 ns. (b) For the structures stored during 6.5–7 ns of MD simulation. For
the calculation of electron density map, the water molecules within 3.5 Å
were considered. Solvent density displayed here corresponds to 5-s
contours. Here the minor groove spine of hydration pattern is clearly seen
from the densities. Electron density corresponding to the cone of hydration is
also seen near some backbone phosphate groups.

During the course of our MD simulation the minor groove
width undergoes considerable fluctuations from the starting
fiber value of 11.7 Å. As a measure of groove width, the
minimal interstrand phosphorous distances were calculated
using our in-house program and the distances for 1.5–2 ns as
well as for 6.5–7 ns are tabulated in Table 3. The minor
groove width in the central A-tract region is smaller than that
of terminal regions, in both the ranges. The groove width
trend along the sequence is comparable with that seen in the
crystal structure of the free oligomer, as well as in its
complex forms (Fig. 5), except for the distance involving the

phosphate P11 of strand 1 and P7 of strand 2. The unusually
large deviation in the interstrand P. . .P distance spanning the
dinucleotide steps T8T9 and T9G10 may be due to a high
positive roll angle at the T9G10 step, accompanied by a BII
conformation in the neighboring step, which is observed
during the MD simulation. In general, the variation in the
groove width toward the 39 end among the drug-bound
complexes is attributed to the effect of changes in the local
parameters to accommodate a wide variety of ligands.
To address the issue of groove narrowing possibly being
due to localized counterions, we monitored ions located
within a 4-Å distance from any of the DNA atoms. Only ions
showing more than 50% occupancy in any location are
considered as structurally important, since they can be part of
the primary hydration shell. Out of 22 counterions, only one
ion is found to have more than 50% occupancy in the 6–7-ns
range and this is found to occur near the backbone. The
minor groove of A-tracts is found to be completely devoid of
ions. Despite the absence of ions in the minor groove, the
groove width in the A-tract region is smaller than the starting
fiber value of 11.7 Å from an early period of dynamics (13
ps) and this feature is maintained throughout the dynamics.
The calculated ion density map (Fig. 6) also confirms the
presence of ions near the backbone, rather than in the vicinity
of the A-tract region. The ion density map has also been
calculated for four different ranges of MD time scale: 3.5–4
ns, 4.5–5 ns, 5.5–6 ns, and 6.5–7 ns. During the first range of
3.5–4 ns, strong ion densities were seen at the start (A4) as
well as near the end (G10) of the A-tracts. During the 4.5–5ns interval, more ion densities were seen around the
backbone than in the previously located floor of the minor
Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816
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groove. But in the last two ranges (5.5–6 ns, 6.5–7 ns) strong
ion densities were seen only around the backbone and there
was absolutely no trace of ion density in the minor groove.
Thus from the MD study it can be concluded that monovalent cations (Na1 ions) can be part of the primary hydration shell, but the low percentage of occupancy implies
that it as a rare event and also that groove bound ions do not
play a major role in groove narrowing. This fact is also
confirmed by 23Na magnetic relaxation dispersion measurement experiments (Denisov and Halle, 2000) as well as by
recent MD study of A-tract containing sequences (McConnell and Beveridge, 2000). Therefore, the main cause for the
groove narrowing can be attributed to the intrinsic sequence
dependent features such as high propeller twist and negative
slide in the A-tract region. The mean and standard deviations
of propeller twist, roll, and slide values at each step are listed
in Tables 1 and 2.
Cross-strand hydrogen bonds
One of the sequence dependent signatures observed in DNA
oligomer crystal structures is the occurrence of favorable
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cross-strand interactions or bifurcated hydrogen bonds. The
possibility of a bifurcated hydrogen bond across the major
groove between the N6–H atom of adenine on one strand of
the DNA duplex and the O4 atom of a thymine, located on
the 39 side of a W.C pair, on the other strand, has been
proposed on the basis of crystal structure evidence (Nelson
et al., 1987). This interaction is facilitated mainly by the
relatively large propeller twist for the A.T basepairs
constituting the AA step, and was suggested as contributing
to the stability and rigidity of the structure. Subsequently,
other potential cross-strand interactions like N–H. . .N,
C–H. . .N, and C–H. . .O in major groove as well as in
minor groove were reported for different sequences (Nelson
et al., 1987; Shatzky-Schwartz et al., 1997; Luisi et al.,
1998; Ghosh and Bansal, 1999a,b). All possible crossstrand interactions in the major as well as minor grooves in
our sequence are shown schematically in Fig. 7.
MD snapshots were checked for all possible cross-strand
C–H. . .N, N–H. . .N, and N–H. . .O hydrogen bonds in
the minor and major grooves. The frequency of H. . .O distances for N6H. . .O4 cross-strand hydrogen bond is centered around 3.2–3.4 Å. The percentage occurrence of an

FIGURE 4 (a and b) Schematic representations of minor
and major groove hydration patterns in the 6.5–7-ns period
are shown here with the H. . .O distances \3.5 Å being
indicated by dotted lines.

Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816
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FIGURE 4 Continued.

N–H. . .O type of hydrogen bond (defined by H. . .O distances \2.8 Å) in the major groove, ranges between 1.5 and
11% indicating the rare occurrence of this type of interaction.
This observation is in agreement with the results of an earlier reported crystallographic database analysis (Ghosh and
Bansal, 1999b) and the MD studies on A-tracts (Sherer et al.,
1999; McConnell and Beveridge, 2001). In addition, very
TABLE 3 The mean and standard deviations (in parentheses)
of minimal interstrand P. . .P distances for the structures
stored during the 1.5–2-ns and 6.5–7-ns ranges
Mean (1.5–2 ns)
10.24
11.48
10.17
10.19
10.10
10.70
12.75
12.43

(1.59)
(1.29)
(1.11)
(0.83)
(0.76)
(0.89)
(0.73)
(0.69)

Mean (6.5–7 ns)
13.55
12.16
10.70
9.98
10.03
11.03
13.67
12.52

(1.11)
(1.17)
(0.95)
(0.64)
(0.90)
(0.89)
(0.76)
(0.86)

A3T3
13.81
12.62
10.74
10.36
10.33
10.52
11.51
11.14

Mean of A3T3 1 drugs
13.93
12.51
10.82
10.11
10.29
10.18
11.85
10.83

(0.24)
(0.19)
(0.29)
(0.38)
(0.21)
(0.34)
(0.46)
(0.34)

The P. . .P interstrand distances in the free form of A3T3 crystal structure as
well as the average and standard deviations in the drug-bound complexes
are also shown for comparison.

often even when the N. . .O and N. . .N distances are shorter
than the equilibrium distances (i.e., \3.5 Å), the H. . .O,
H. . .N distances are greater than 2.8 Å, indicating the poor
geometry of these hydrogen bonds.
C–H. . .O hydrogen bonds in the minor groove
Yet another type of cross-strand hydrogen bond is possible
in the minor groove of A-tracts, viz. the rarely discussed
C–H. . .O interaction (also shown in Fig. 7). Analysis of
B-DNA type oligomeric crystal structures as well as protein bound DNA fragments showed that a significant number
of C–H. . .O hydrogen bonds are present in the minor groove
(Ghosh and Bansal, 1999a,b). The ensembles of MD
structures were therefore examined for all possible crossstrand C–H. . .O hydrogen bonds. The frequency of the
possible cross-strand interactions between C2H2 of adenine
and O2 of thymine, as characterized by the H2. . .O2
distances for the 1–2-ns and 6–7-ns ranges are shown in
Fig. 8. The C–H. . .O type of hydrogen bond is found to exist
between cross-strand basepairs 5A. . .9T, 6A. . .8T, 8T. . .6A,
and 9T. . .5A and the percentage of occurrence of H. . .O
Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816
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FIGURE 5 Minor groove width plotted along
the sequence for MD average values for the
structures stored in the 6.5–7-ns range and the
crystal structures of free and bound forms.
Open circles represent the points from MD
average structure, with error bars varying
between 6 1 s, ‘‘*’’ symbol represents the
points from crystal structure (pdb 1d65), and
‘‘1’’ symbol represents the points from drugDNA complexes (pdb 102d, pdb 121d, pdb
1d63, pdb 263d, pdb 264d, pdb 296d, pdb
2dnd, and pdb 403d). The data points have
been aligned so as to indicate the P. . .P distance across the dinucleotide steps viz. the first
point corresponds to the interstrand distance
between P5 in strand 1 and P12 of strand 2 and
spans the dinucleotide steps G2C3 and C3A4.
The horizontal line indicates the uniform
interstrand P. . .P distance (11.7 Å) for the
starting fiber model.

distances less than 2.8 Å in the above cases are 55.1%,
68.1%, 69.5%, and 60.5% during the 6–7-ns range, as
compared to 42.1%, 58.8%, 57.7%, and 75.5% during the
1–2-ns range. Thus, in addition to the cross-strand C–H. . .O
hydrogen bonds seen in the free form of A3T3 crystal
structure (5A. . .9T and 9T. . .5A), our MD study shows the

FIGURE 6 Stereo diagram shows the refined average structure versus ion
density calculated for the structures stored in the 6.5–7-ns range. The ion
density is calculated for the ions, which are within 4 Å to any of the DNA
atoms. Ion densities represented here correspond to 8-s contours and hence
represent highly localized ion sites.
Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816

possibility of potential cross-strand C–H. . .O hydrogen
bonds in other AA.TT steps (6A. . .8T, 8T. . .6A). These
dinucleotide steps are also found to have favorable C–H. . .O
hydrogen bonds in many of the drug-bound complexes (pdb
2dnd, pdb 296d, pdb 264d, pdb 1d63, and pdb 102d) with the
A3T3 sequence. The frequent occurrence of C–H. . .O
hydrogen bonds in the A3T3 sequence indicates that it is
quite a ubiquitous feature of A-tracts.
Database analysis of crystal structures, of free as well as
protein-bound form of A-tract DNA fragments, had shown
that the occurrence of C–H. . .O type of interaction depends
on characteristic local parameters such as smaller basepair
opening angle and interbasepair slide, in addition to the wellnoted high propeller twist in these regions (Ghosh and
Bansal, 1999b). To identify the basis of potentially favorable
C–H. . .O hydrogen bonds from MD trajectories, the
correlation coefficients were calculated for H. . .O distances
and various local step (shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll, and twist)
and intrabasepair parameters (propeller, buckle, and opening
angle). There is a significant correlation only between H. . .O
distances of cross-strand basepair 5A. . .9T and the corresponding roll, twist, shift, and slide values, with correlation
coefficient values of 0.68, 0.47, 0.51, and 0.45. This could
be due to BII type of conformation in A4A5 step of strand 1.
No significant correlation is found between H. . .O distances
of other cross-strand basepairs and these parameters. Thus
interestingly, short C–H. . .O distance appears to be the
cumulative effect of various parameters. For example at
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FIGURE 7 Schematic diagram showing cross-strand
major and minor groove interactions corresponding to
potential cross-strand hydrogen bonds.

3207 ps when the H. . .O distance is 2.47 Å, the
corresponding slide value is 0.16 Å and roll has a high
negative value of 9.33 Å. Hence even when the slide is
positive, negative roll enhances C–H. . .O hydrogen bond in

the minor groove. Thus there appears to be a greater
preference for C–H. . .O type of cross-strand hydrogen bonds
in the minor groove, rather than the N–H. . .O type of crossstrand hydrogen bonds in the major groove.

FIGURE 8 Plot showing the frequency of
occurrence of cross-strand H. . .O distances in
the minor groove taken from MD snapshots
of 1–2 ns (open bars) and 6–7 ns ( filled bars).

Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816
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Comparison of MD simulated structures with
free and drug-bound crystal structures
Drug-DNA interaction is highly base sequence specific,
mainly because of the differences in the spatial arrangements of DNA donor/acceptor atoms in the minor groove.
Many drugs like netropsin, berenil, pentamidine, Trisbenzimidazole, Hoechst- 33258, and distamycin bind preferentially to the AT region of the minor groove of the A3T3
structure (Brown et al., 1992; Tabernero et al., 1993;
Cristina Vega et al., 1994; Spink et al., 1994; Clark et al.,
1996a,b; Nunn and Neidle, 1995; Coll et al., 1987). Our
MD study on the structure of A3T3 in the absence of any
bound ligands provides some insights into the extent of
flexibility of this sequence to accommodate a variety of
ligands in the AT rich minor groove. The rmsd between all
the heavy atoms in the crystal structure of this A3T3
sequence (Edwards et al., 1992) and the MD average
structure for the ranges between 1 and 2 ns and 6 and 7 ns is
1.80 and 1.68 Å, whereas the rmsd for the middle A3T3
region is much smaller at 1.06 and 0.55 Å, respectively,
again confirming that the characteristic structure of the Atract region is formed quite early in the dynamics. To check
whether our dynamics has sampled conformations of drugbound complexes, the rmsd between each of the drugbound complex structure and the MD average structure for
A3T3 region alone was calculated and it ranges between
0.48 and 0.65 Å. A comparison of the above two rmsds, one
with respect to free form and the other with drug-bound
complexes, shows that the MD average structure with its
well-defined hydration patterns is very similar to the drugbound complexes as well as to the free form of the A3T3
crystal structure. As an example, the superposition of the
A3T3 region of distamycin complex on the MD average
structure is shown in Fig. 9. All the basepair parameters
calculated from MD structures (Tables 2 and 3) also
fluctuate within the range observed in free and drug-bound
forms, except at the termini. This indicates that the ranges
of deformability of this sequence sampled by the MD study
are essential for the binding of a large variety of ligands,
which recognize this sequence.

CONCLUSION
On the basis of our MD study it can be concluded that the
duplex formed by A3T3 sequence has characteristic sequence
dependent features and it is flexible enough to accommodate
a wide variety of drug molecules in the minor groove. The
characteristic minor groove spine of hydration in the AT
region and the ribbon of hydration in the GC rich region is
surprisingly well pronounced in our dynamic DNA model. In
fact the hydration pattern is more well defined than that
reported for the medium resolution crystal structure, where
no clear-cut hydration pattern was observed in the GC
regions. Similarly, the prominent major groove hydration
Biophysical Journal 85(3) 1805–1816

FIGURE 9 The superposition of the A3T3 region of the MD average
structure calculated in the 6–7-ns range (gray) and the A3T3 1 distamycin
(black) complex are shown and the rmsd between the two structures in the
region is 0.57 Å.

observed in the central AT region from our MD study is not
seen in the crystal structure of this sequence but has been
reported in other related sequences. MD results suggest that
the effect of monovalent Na1 counterions, as well as specific
hydration pattern, on the groove width is insignificant and
the characteristic narrow minor groove in the A-tract regions
can be primarily attributed to high propeller twist and negative slide at these dinucleotide steps. Cross-strand C–H. . .O
hydrogen bonds are seen between 5A. . .9T, 6A. . .8T, 8T. . .
6A, and 9T. . .5A during MD, similar to those found to occur
in the crystal structures of free and drug-bound forms of
this and other A-tract sequences. It is also interesting to
note that this characteristic C–H. . .O interaction in the minor
groove is preferred over the N–H. . .O type of cross-strand
hydrogen bonds in the major groove of A-tract sequences,
and possibly helps to stabilize the oligo(A) tract structure
with its narrow minor groove. The characteristic cross-strand
C2–H2. . .O2 hydrogen bonds in the minor groove of A-tract
sequences are well reproduced in the study and are found to
occur even before the narrowing of the minor groove and
formation of the well-defined spine of hydration. Hence the
ubiquitous nature of C2–H2. . .O2 cross-strand hydrogen
bonds is confirmed as an intrinsic feature of A-tract DNA
structure.
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